Application of Medical Ethics in the Medical Simulation Education
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\textbf{Abstract.} Medical ethics is from the special relationship between doctors and patients in medical work. It is the subject of solving the medical ethics issues and phenomena in the process of medical practice and development using the general ethics. It is both part of the medicine and part of ethics. In this paper, through the analysis on the current situations of medical education in our country, the application of medical ethics in medical simulation education is discussed to understand the relationship between medical ethics and medical simulation education for the integration of medical ethics into the medical simulation education.

\section*{Introduction}

"Global medical education most basic requirements (GMER)" was official published in 2002. It covers seven big field, including career value, and attitude, and behavior and ethics, medical science based knowledge, clinical skills, exchange skills, groups health and health system, information management, criticism sex thinking and research. And it reflects that the medical mode has changed, health implementation was internationalization, medical education reform and development of trend with the close combination of humanities education and medical science education, has become the basic standard of training medical students and evaluation medical education of medical school\cite{1}.

Medical simulation education\cite{2} is a education way which "simulation ’ real ’" for teaching, it advocates to carry out teaching and assessment in a way that as close to real clinical environment and more meet medical ethics. It creates out simulation patients and simulation clinical scene, using variety local function model, and computer interactive model and virtual technology, simulation system. Through construction clinical skills simulation laboratory, and medical simulation Center, and simulation Hospital, it is the bridge between medical theory and clinical practice. It uses more scientific and humanistic teaching and examination means to cultivate medical students' clinical thinking, and comprehensively improve the students' ability for clinical diagnosis and the clinical skills, so as to effectively reduce medical errors and disputes in the clinical practice.

Medical ethics is a science to study moral issues in the medical field using the theory and approaches of ethics, in which the general principles of ethics are specifically applied in the medical practice.\cite{3} Medical Ethics centers on life and focuses on morality to reflect social requirements for medicine, and ideas of patient first and life first.\cite{4} With the development of medical and health services, medical ethics has developed into a social undertaking taking the doctor-patient relationship as the core.
Current Situations of Medical Education

With the development of modern medicine, the medical education has been developed to a new stage in China, towards the holistic and integrated direction. However, medical ethical problems are still problematic. The main features are as follows.

**Contradictory practices and ethics requirements.** It is well known that practice makes perfect and medicine always emphasizes practice. Only does he or she personally deals with numerous cases in the medical practice, a doctor can grow up to a real doctor. However, the teaching mode taking patients as the practical object obviously violates the ethical requirements. Although the teaching mode taking patients as the practical object can help the students learn and gain experience for the future work, the patients have to often receive repeated examinations when they suffer the pain of diseases and simultaneously "are practiced", which may give the patient great inconvenience and pain.

**Problems in the teaching of clinical medicine.** For a long time, the teaching of medical professional knowledge is always emphasized, but the learning of practical ability is ignored, and the training of theoretical knowledge and practical skills is disjointed in China. However, although the profession of doctors emphasizes the practical operation, a method and approach for the unified comprehensive clinical skills practice has been not formed yet and clinicians try to make the patient discharged away from the pain and suffering as soon as possible so that many medical schools can not provide good opportunities for students to practice. In addition, the learning method to assess students’ clinical practical skills by examine or treat patients can not be cooperated by the patients or their relatives, leading to the shortage of resources in the clinical education.

Requirements and Approaches of Medical Ethics teaching

**Requirements for medical Ethics teaching.** The research and service object of medicine is human being so that it is necessary to pay more attention to patient's demands. Whether beneficial to the health of patients or not, doctors only have the fight to tell their patients about the therapeutic regimen, but no right to choose it on behalf of patients.[5] Patients have the right s to choose a therapeutic regimen for themselve, and whether the choice is correct or not, doctors only have the right to admonish them, but no right to change the therapeutic regimen chosen by patients, in which individual rights of patients can be greatly respected and reflected.[6] Whenever, morality is the only criterion for judging whether a person is noble. The professional nature of doctors is special and the moral requirements for it is much strict than those of other professions. With the development of economic times, people’s value orientation is gradually diversified, so that some medical staff has lost the awareness on professional ethics to utilize the patient's pain to make a fortune, such as receiving a red envelope, randomly prescribing, showing utilitarianism and treating patients with indifference, exacerbating the conflict between doctors and patients. Medical ethics education also requires that doctors should have good communication skills, be affable when they face with patients, ask about the physical condition of patients in detail, listen carefully to the patient's problem, answer the patient's questions in detail, and well understand the patients with a bad attitude. It is believed that a good communication ability is one of the basic requirements for a doctor to win the respect and trust of patients and improve the relationship between doctors and patients.

**Approaches of Medical Ethics teaching.** The systemic education of medical ethics should be strengthened and the cultivation of humanistic quality should be emphasized. The impact of education in schools is great and schools should focus on the education of morality and medical ethics in students. For in-service doctors, the medical ethics education should be combined with the actual working situation in hospitals, and from humanistic spirit and the law, and considering the examples around them, doctors receive the medical ethics education to improve their professional quality and professional ethics, and culture the working spirit of loving their work and dedication to their work.[7] With the progress of society, medicine began to emphasize the respect for human beings. Now medicine is not only a natural science or a social science. The harmony of doctor-patient relationship is inseparable from the human quality of medical staff. By improving the humanistic quality of medical
personnel, a good doctor-patient relationship and good treatment atmosphere can be created. Respect for patients and care for patients please.

**Application of Medical Ethics in the Medical Simulation Education**

Medical simulation education is to use simulation technology to simulate patients and clinical scenarios, and is an extension of simulation teaching application in medicine or clinical. Medical simulation education is a reflection of medical ethics throughout medical education.

To increase contact of students with patients and develop a good habit to care for patients. Medical simulation education can increase the contact between students and patients, and allow students to accumulate experience in contact with the patient, strengthen the communication capacity of students with patients and learn how to deal with the doctor-patient relationship.[8] The doctor-patient relationship has become a big issue in the medical treatment and a good communication between doctors and patients has become a thing that can not wait to do. Having good communication skills has become one of the indispensable conditions for doctors. By strengthening clinical simulation to increase clinical practice opportunities for students, it is possible to cultivate students and doctors and patients’ communication ability, understand their communication skills with patients, well apply the knowledge of medical ethics in the practice, and train the students to have habits to care for and love patient patient’s in their practice for the cultivation of their good medical morality.

To avoid medical ethics problems in the medical simulation education and improve the doctor-patient relationship. The profession of doctors is rather sensitive. The privacy of patients may be involved in the process of treatment. For example, in gynecology or urology, the patients need to expose their private parts during the process of treatment, and thereby will inevitably become sensitive and shame due to the exposure, especially in those with too strong self-esteem, so that it is easy to cause medical disputes between the medical staff and the patients even in the slightest mistake. In the process of medical simulation education, the students can be trained not only in their problem-solving ability and medical morality, but also in the habit to protect their patients’ privacy; the students can develop a good psychological quality and teamwork spirits; the students can understand diseases more profoundly and more vividly, and be cultivated in their cognition and solving abilities for medical ethics issues to improve the doctor-patient relationship[9].

The combination of medical simulation education with medical ethics can accelerate the process for the students to understand the knowledge that has learned, help reduce the conflicts between doctors and patients, be in line with the idea of the close integration of humanistic quality into scientific education in the medical education, and be beneficial to the professional training of clinical doctors and the overall development of quality education, which should be a good approach for the development of medical education.
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